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membership 
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Caeli’s expansion 

• New fleet  

• New routes 

• New loyalty 

programmes  

 
 
 

Late 2016-2021 

Monetary crisis in Mekar 

 

 

Post-Oct 2020  

Caeli after 

Vemma’s exit 

• State aid capital 

infusion 

• CCM fines 

suspended 

• Tax breaks 

2016-2018 

• CCM 1st and 2nd 

Investigations against Caeli 

• Caeli Judicial Appeals 

against CCM Sanctions 

July 2017 

Caeli’s revenue 

stream unstable 

 

30-Jan-2018 

MON-

denomination of 

airfare 

 

Sept-Oct 2018 

• Executive Order 

9-2018 

• Caeli denied 

airline subsidy 

Feb-Sept 2020 

• SCC Award 

(annulled in 

Sinnoh; 

enforced in 

Mekar) 

• Vemma sold 

Caeli stake 

(USD 400 
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Caeli Airways JSC  
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(31%-38%) 

Mekar Airservices Ltd. 
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Private  

Shareholders 

(61%-69%) 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

[1] Jurisdiction: Claimant, freed from the shackles of governmental control since 1984, 

stands accused as being a governmental puppet of Bonooru. This is rather perplexing. 

Bonooru holds a mere minority equity stake and Board seat in Claimant. It is 

irrelevant that mobility rights are cherished in Bonooru, for what ultimately matters is 

the nature of Claimant’s activities in Mekar. Claimant operated Caeli purely as a 

profit-driven commercial undertaking—acta jure gestionis. By not excluding SOEs 

from the definition of ‘Investor’, CEPTA extends wide investment protection to 

newly-privatised enterprises from Bonooru and Mekar. 

[2] Amicus Curiae: CBFI’s qualification as amicus curiae is beyond reproach. As the 

representative voice of Bonoori investors of all sizes, this Tribunal stands to gain 

immensely from their diverse knowledge and expertise into Bonooru’s privatisation 

regime. Their significant interest in safeguarding investments in Mekar overrides any 

concerns of independence. On the contrary, this is not the time nor place to enquire 

into corruption allegations advanced by the CRPU advisors. Investigations are 

presently ongoing in Bonooru. Neither has Respondent raised a jurisdictional 

challenge on illegality. Allowing their submission will disrupt this proceedings. 

[3] Merits: Claimant was denied justice and due process of law by Mekari’s arbitrary and 

discriminatory enforcement of anti-monopoly laws against Caeli. Meanwhile, the 

Mekari courts stood idle and allowed the crippling regulatory sanctions to clip Caeli’s 

wings. To add insult to injury, Claimant was denied a graceful exit from Mekar when 

a corruption-tainted Award was enforced resulting in the sale of Caeli’s stake at a 

depressed price. Such measures, individually or cumulatively, violated the FET 

standard guaranteed under Article 9.9(2) of CEPTA. 

[4] Compensation: Lastly, Claimant is entitled to recover the FMV of its investment in 

Caeli. CEPTA’s general compensation standard does not exclude the principle of 

restitution under customary law, especially for FET violations having expropriatory 

effects. Alternatively, Claimant can import the FMV standard from the 2006 Arrakis-

Mekar BIT via the MFN clause in Article 9.7 of CEPTA. Lastly, Claimant’s 

entitlement to compensation is not affected by its ambitious business plans and 

Respondent’s monetary crisis.  
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PLEADINGS 

 

I. THIS TRIBUNAL HAS JURISDICTION RATIONE PERSONAE OVER THE 

DISPUTE 

[1] Respondent challenges this Tribunal’s jurisdiction on the basis that ‘the present 

dispute constitutes a State-to-State arbitration’.1 Such challenge involves examining 

Claimant’s legal personality from the dual dimension of [A] Article 9.1 of CEPTA 

(investor); and [B] Article 4(2) of ICSID-AFR (national); [C] at the critical date of 

commencement of arbitration.2 

A. Claimant Is an ‘Investor’ under Article 9.1 of CEPTA 

[2] The starting point of determining the scope of definitional clauses of BITs is the 

customary rules of treaty interpretation under Article 31 of VCLT.3 Treaties shall be 

interpreted ‘in good faith’ based on the ‘ordinary meaning’ of the terms in ‘their 

context and in the light of its object and purpose’.4 

[3] The express terms of BITs must be given effect. As opined in Saluka: 

‘The Tribunal cannot in effect impose upon the parties a definition of 

“investor” other than that which they themselves agreed. (…) [I]t is 

not open to the Tribunal to add other requirements which the parties 

could themselves have added but which they omitted to add.’5 

[4] A similar view was espoused in Yukos: 

‘The principles of international law (…) does not allow an arbitral 

tribunal to write new, additional requirements—which the drafters did 

not include—into a treaty, no matter how auspicious or appropriate 

they may appear.’6 

[5] Claimant is a protected ‘Investor’ because CEPTA [1] adopts the incorporation test; 

and [2] protects State-owned enterprises (SOE). 

 
1 Record, 6. 
2 Tokios [39]; Wehland, 230. 
3 Alapli [333]; Daimler [46]; KT [86]; Maffezini [27]; Mondev [43]; Phoenix [75]–[76]; Saluka [296]–[300]; 

Tokios [27]; Waste [9]. 
4 VCLT, art 31(1). 
5 Saluka [241]. 
6 Yukos [415]. 
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1. Definition of ‘Investor’ adopts the incorporation test 

[6] Article 9.1 of CEPTA defines ‘Investor’ as ‘an enterprise with the nationality of a 

Party or seated in the territory of a Party’. Such broad formulation reflects the 

incorporation test rather than the control test.7 As opined in Tokios: 

‘[A]ccording to the ordinary meaning of the terms of the Treaty, the 

Claimant is an “investor” of Lithuania if it is a thing of real legal 

existence that was founded on a secure basis in the territory of 

Lithuania (...)’8 

[7] Similar to the Tokios Tribunal’s appraisal of the Lithuania-Ukraine BIT preamble,9 

imposing the stricter control test would be inconsistent with CEPTA’s express 

objective to ‘increase substantially investment opportunities’ and ‘expand and 

enhance the benefits of this Agreement’ (vide Article 1.3).10 

[8] Claimant is an airline company incorporated in Bonooru.11 It is immaterial whether 

the controlling shareholders are Bonooru nationals.12 Incorporation alone is sufficient 

to qualify Claimant as an ‘Investor’ under CEPTA.  

2. CEPTA protects SOE 

[9] Respondent characterises Claimant as being ‘State-owned’.13 However, such a term is 

[a] not defined under CEPTA; [b] nor deliberately excluded.  

a. CEPTA does not define nor exclude SOEs 

[10] There is no universal definition of SOE, technical or legal. Leading international 

organisations adopt different formulations of SOE. 

(a) OECD: ‘any corporate entity recognised by national law as an enterprise, and 

in which the state exercises ownership’.14  

(b) World Bank: ‘government owned or government controlled economic entities 

that generate the bulk of their revenues from selling goods and services’.15 

 
7 Douglas, 22–23; Plama [124]; Saluka [240]; Tokios [30]; Yukos [416]. 
8 Tokios [28]. 
9 Tokios [31]–[32]. 
10 Record, 72. 
11 Record, 29. 
12 Tokios [30]. 
13 Record, 37. 
14 OECD-SOE, 14. 
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[11] Such nebulous concept varies significantly across different BITs. CPTPP defines SOE 

as an ‘enterprise that is principally engaged in commercial activities’ in which a State:  

(a) directly owns above 50% of share capital;  

(b) controls, through ownership interests, the exercise of voting rights above 50%; 

or 

(c) holds power to appoint majority of BOD members.16 

[12] Intriguingly, the recent US-Singapore BIT adopts an asymmetrical definition of SOE 

specific for each State party: 

(a) US: ‘an enterprise owned, or controlled through ownership interests, by [US]’. 

(b) Singapore: ‘an enterprise in which [Singapore] has effective influence’.17 

[13] The absence of any international consensus stems from divergent State political 

interests cast along ‘ideological fault-lines of competing economic models’.18 

[14] Hence, it is improper to construe ‘investor’ in Article 9.1 of CEPTA as excluding 

SOE, what more a fortiori precisely define the type of SOE being excluded. 

b. SOE was not deliberately omitted from CEPTA 

[15] Assuming arguendo the meaning of ‘Investor’ is ‘ambiguous or obscure’ warranting 

recourse to ‘supplementary means of interpretation’, 19  neither the travaux 

préparatoires nor surrounding circumstances to the conclusion of CEPTA evince 

States’ parties intention to exclude SOEs from protection.  

[16] Article I of 1994 Bonooru-Mekar BIT defines two terms:20 

(a) Investor: ‘enterprise incorporated or duly constituted (...) in that State’. 

(b) Enterprise: ‘any entity constituted or organized under applicable law (...) 

whether privately-owned or government-owned’. 

 
15 World Bank, 26. 
16 CPTPP, art 17.1. 
17 US-Singapore BIT, art 12.8(5)–(6). 
18 McLaughlin, 599. 
19 VCLT, art 32. 
20 Record, 69. 
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[17] The omission of such identical clauses in CEPTA cannot be construed as narrowing 

the definition of ‘Investor’ to exclude SOE. Parties’ renegotiations do not evince any 

concern with SOEs gaining access to arbitration under 1994 Bonooru-Mekar BIT.21 

[18] Moreover, despite CEPTA replacing 1994 Bonooru-Mekar BIT in 2014,22 the latter 

contains a sunset clause extending the effect of its provisions over pre-existing 

investments for another 10 years after expiry (vide Article XI). 23  Claimant’s 

acquisition of Caeli in 201124 stands to enjoy such extended protection until 2024. 

[19] Hence, regardless of whether this Tribunal refers to 1994 Bonooru-Mekar BIT, the 

outcome remains the same—governmental ownership does not disqualify Claimant as 

an ‘Investor’ under CEPTA. 

B. Claimant Is a ‘National’ of Bonooru under Article 2(a) of ICSID-AFR 

[20] Again, the scope of definitional clauses in BITs is to be determined in accordance 

with Article 31 of VCLT.25 

[21] The second dimension of jurisdiction ratione personae turns upon the term ‘national’. 

Article 2(a) of ICSID-AFR authorises ICSID ‘to administer (…) proceedings between 

a State (…) and a national of another State’ for arbitration proceedings involving 

non-ICSID State parties.26 Article 4(2) further states: 

‘The Secretary-General shall give his approval only if (…) both parties 

give their consent to the jurisdiction of the Centre under Article 25 of 

the Convention (…) in the event that the jurisdictional requirements 

ratione personae of that Article shall have been met (...)’27 

[22] Accordingly, despite the general inapplicability of ICSID Convention, 28  ICSID 

jurisprudence constante interpreting the jurisdictional threshold in Article 25(1) 

remains relevant to this proceeding.29 

 
21 Record, 33. 
22 Record, 87. 
23 Record, 70. 
24 Record, 32. 
25 See Issue I [2]. 
26 ICSID-AFR, art 2(a) (emphasis added). 
27 ICSID-AFR, art 4(2). 
28 ICSID-AFR, art 3. 
29 KT [82]–[83]. 
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[23] The ‘main jurisdictional feature’ of ICSID ‘is to decide disputes between a private 

investor and a State’ and not ‘disputes between two States’.30 As the term ‘national’ 

in Article 25(1) of ICSID Convention is left undefined,31 ICSID tribunals consistently 

resort to the test laid down by Broches (ICSID’s first Secretary-General): 

‘[F]or purposes of the Convention a mixed economy company or 

government-owned corporation should not be disqualified as a 

‘national of another Contracting State’ unless it is acting as an agent 

for the government or is discharging an essentially governmental 

function.’32 

[24] The test mirrors the customary rules of attribution in Articles 5 and 8 of ARSIWA.33 

In short, the test is whether the Claimant’s actions are attributable to Bonooru.34 

[25] As per the concept of separate legal personality, 35  SOEs are presumptively 

independent from the State. 36  Claimant is not [1] exercising an essentially 

governmental function; nor [2] acting under the instructions, directions or control of 

Bonooru (prior to March 2020).37 

1.  Claimant did not exercise any governmental function of Bonooru  

[26] The ‘governmental function’ limb of the Broches test is encapsulated in Article 5 of 

ARSIWA: 

‘The conduct of a person or entity (…) which is empowered by the law 

of that State to exercise elements of the governmental authority shall 

be considered an act of the State under international law (...)’38  

[27] The test is two-fold: [a] structural; and [b] functional.39 

 
30 Broches, 265; Maffezini [74]. 
31 Maffezini [74]. 
32 Schreuer, 161. 
33 BUCG [34]; Masdar [169]–[171]. 
34 Hamester [143]; Tulip [276].  
35 Barcelona Traction [41]; Diallo [61]. 
36 EDF [190]; Interocean [297]; Maffezini [77]–[79]; Tulip [289]. 
37 Record, 40. 
38 ARSIWA, art 5. 
39 CSOB [18]–[20]; Maffezini [84]. 
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a. Claimant was not substantially owned by Bonooru 

[28] The structural test examines the degree of State involvement in the establishment and 

ownership of an entity.40 An SOE is an entity whose majority or controlling stake is 

held by a State, such as in Maffezini (88%),41 CSOB (65%)42 and BUCG (100%).43 

[29] Bonooru’s shareholding in Claimant only ranged between 31% to 38% (until March 

2020).44  Neither is Bonooru granted any preferential shares with majority voting 

rights under Claimant’s Memorandum of Association.45 Hence, the structural test is 

not met. 

b. Claimant exercised a commercial function 

[30] The functional test enquires whether an entity is empowered to exercise elements of 

governmental authority ‘to a limited extent or in a specific context’. 46  An act 

characterised as ‘national interest’ is not automatically de jure imperium.47 

[31] In Maffezini, SODIGA’s creation by ministerial decree to promote regional industrial 

development was deemed a governmental function and not ‘commercial in nature’.48  

[32] In CSOB, a governmental agency’s negotiations of financial instruments to attract 

private capital for Czech Republic’s privatisation programme was deemed to be a 

commercial activity.49 As reasoned by the Tribunal: 

‘[I]n determining whether CSOB, in discharging these functions, 

exercised governmental functions, the focus must be on the nature of 

these activities and not their purpose. While it cannot be doubted that 

in performing the above-mentioned activities, CSOB was promoting 

the governmental policies or purposes of the State, the activities 

themselves were essentially commercial rather than governmental in 

nature.’50 

 
40 Maffezini [89]. 
41 Maffezini [83]. 
42 CSOB [18]. 
43 BUCG [32]. 
44 Record, 29. 
45 Record, 44–45. 
46 ARSIWA Commentaries, art 5 cmt 3; EDF [193]; Jan de Nul [165]. 
47 EBO [342]. 
48 Maffezini [85]–[86]. 
49 CSOB [21]–[25]. 
50 CSOB [20]. 
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[33] In BUCG, a wholly-owned State-controlled entity was hired as a construction 

contractor at an airport site in a commercial capacity.51 The Tribunal emphasised that 

‘the issue is not the corporate framework of the State-owned enterprise, but whether it 

functions as an agent of the State in the fact-specific context’.52 

[34] As succinctly summarised in Rumeli: 

‘The standing of a state-owned entity under Article 25 of the ICSID 

Convention should be reviewed not on the basis of the acts and 

function of the state-owned entity in general, but rather on the basis of 

its acts and function in connection with the actual dispute under 

review.’53 

[35] It is true that the constitutionally protected mobility rights hold special importance to 

nationals of the archipelagic Bonooru, particularly transportation to remote rural 

islands.54  In 1984, after protracted political resistance, Claimant took over Royal 

Narnian, Bonooru’s former State-owned national carrier.55  

[36] However, all this historical background in Bonooru is immaterial. Ultimately, what 

matters is the nature of Claimant’s activities in Mekar after acquiring Caeli in 2014.56 

This can be discerned from Caeli’s evolving business models: 

(a) Increasing flights from Mekar to Bonooru to promote tourism.57 

(b) Expanding to cross-continental long-haul flights to boost profitability.58 

[37] Caeli’s commercial nature under Claimant’s control is reinforced by Respondent’s 

own treatment of Caeli before and after renationalisation in October 2020:59 

 Ownership Nature of Activities 

(a) 

Claimant 

(March 2011 - 

October 2020) 

Private 

• Respondent’s Central Bank refused Caeli’s request to 

revise inflation rates simply by referring to its ‘policy of 

not responding to individual corporate requests’.60 

• Respondent refused to subsidise Caeli for carrying 

Mekari passengers.61 

 
51 BUCG [40]–[42]. 
52 BUCG [39]. 
53 Rumeli [212]. 
54 Record, 28. 
55 Record, 9. 
56 Record, 32. 
57 Record, 32. 
58 Record, 33. 
59 Record, 40. 
60 Record, 36. 
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(b) 

Respondent 

(After October 

2020) 

Public 

• CCM approved infusion of State aid into Caeli under 

‘public interest’ exemption of MRTPA.62 

• Caeli was required to ‘undertake activities of public 

importance such as search and rescue operations, 

emergency medical evacuations, and distributing 

humanitarian aid’.63 

 

[38] In sum, the activities undertaken by Caeli throughout Claimant’s investment were 

purely commercial acts (de jure gestionis).64 

2. Claimant was not instructed, directed or controlled by Bonooru 

[39] The ‘agent’ limb of the Broches test can be analogised with Article 8 of ARSIWA: 

‘The conduct of a person (…) shall be considered an act of a State 

under international law if the person (…) is in fact acting on the 

instructions of, or under the direction or control of, that State in 

carrying out the conduct.’65  

[40] The legal test is ‘effective control’66 as affirmed by the ICJ.67 The threshold is high 

and demanding.68 Majority share ownership and BOD representation are insufficient 

to meet the test.69 What must be shown is that the State controlled the entity over a 

‘specific activity’70 towards ‘achieving a particular result in its sovereign interests’.71 

[41] From a structural aspect,72 Bonooru is incapable of exerting effective control over 

Claimant: 

(a) Bonooru is a minority shareholder (31% to 38%).73 

(b) Bonooru shall nominate 1 non-executive director to the 8-member BOD 

(12.5%).74 

 
61 Record, 36. 
62 Record, 86–87. 
63 Record, 87. 
64 Hamester [180]. 
65 ARSIWA, art 8. 
66 Hamester [172]; Tulip [304]; White [8.1.14].  
67 Bosnia Genocide [400]; Nicaragua/USA [115]. 
68 Hamester [179]; Jan de Nul [173]; White [8.1.4]. 
69 Tulip [306]–[308]. 
70 Tulip [309]. 
71 EDF [213]; Tulip [326]. 
72 LETCO [16.5]; White [8.1.6]. 
73 Record, 29. 
74 Record, 45–46. 
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(c) Bonooru’s representatives in the BOD can only form a majority bloc to pass 

resolutions if all other shareholders’ representatives are absent.75 

[42] More pertinently, the record discloses no incident where Bonoori shareholders or 

directors exerted ‘sovereign control’ to ‘achieve an ulterior motive’ prioritising 

Bonooru’s interests’ over Caeli’s operations in Mekar.76 

[43] Hence, there is no specific act of Claimant attributable to Bonooru based on the 

‘effective control’ test.77 

C. Bonooru’s Control over Claimant after Commencement of Arbitration Does 

Not Affect This Tribunal’s Jurisdiction 

[44] In March 2021, Bonooru initiated a bail-in program of Claimant to acquire majority 

shareholding (55%), replace BOD with governmental officials and staff its legal team 

with Justice Department officials.78  

[45] Nevertheless, the increase of State control does not affect this Tribunal’s jurisdiction 

because the critical date is the commencement of arbitration in November 2020.79 

[46] The critical date of jurisdiction is well-settled under international law.80 As reaffirmed 

by the ICJ in Arrest Warrant: 

‘[A]ccording to its settled jurisprudence, its jurisdiction must be 

determined at the time that the act instituting proceedings was filed. 

Thus, if the Court has jurisdiction on the date the case is referred to it, 

it continues to do so regardless of subsequent events.’81 

[47] Under ICSID, jurisdiction is assessed ‘at the time when proceedings are instituted’ 

(vide Article 4(2) of ICSID-AFR82) and ‘date on which the parties consented to 

submit such dispute’ (vide Article 25(2)(b) of ICSID Convention83). The irrelevance 

 
75 Record, 86. 
76 Tulip [308], [318]. 
77 Hamester [179]; Jan de Nul [173]; White [8.1.18]. 
78 Record, 40. 
79 Record, 86. 
80 Lockerbie [38]; Nottebohm, 122–123; Right of Passage, 142. 
81 Arrest Warrant [26]. 
82 ICSID-AFR, art 4(2). 
83 ICSID Convention, art 25(2)(b). 
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of change of nationality post-dispute is widely acknowledged by arbitrators84 and 

scholars (e.g., Schreuer85 and Amerasinghe86). As opined in Vivendi: 

‘[I]t is an accepted principle of international adjudication that 

jurisdiction will be determined in the light of the situation as it existed 

on the date the proceedings were instituted. Events that take place 

before that date may affect jurisdiction; events that take place after 

that date do not.’87 

[48] Hence, once this Tribunal’s jurisdiction was seized in November 2020, any 

‘subsequent events’ affecting Claimant’s ownership and control by Bonooru ‘cannot 

withdraw the Tribunal’s jurisdiction over the dispute’.88 

 
84 CSOB [31]; Klöckner [17]; LETCO [16.4].  
85 Schreuer, 289. 
86 Amerasinghe, 809–810. 
87 Vivendi [61]. 
88 Vivendi [63]. 
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II. THIS TRIBUNAL SHOULD ADMIT NON-DISPUTING PARTY 

SUBMISSION FROM CBFI BUT NOT CRPU ADVISORS  

[49] Amicus curiae is a ‘friend of the court’ whose role is to ‘help the decision maker 

arrive at its decision by providing the decision maker with arguments, perspectives, 

and expertise that the litigating parties may not provide’.89 Once admitted, an amicus 

remains as a non-party.90 

[50] Amicus curiae has gained acceptance across international fora (e.g., WTO, 91 

ECtHR, 92  IACtHR, 93  ICC, 94  and Iran-US Claims Tribunal 95 ). Likewise, since 

Methanex in 2001,96 investment tribunals have been warmly receptive.97  

[51] In 2006, ICSID-PA98 and ICSID-AFR-PA99 were amended to expressly provide for 

written submission by non-disputing party (NDP). Since then, various amici curiae 

have been admitted in ICSID-AFR arbitrations.100 

[52] This Tribunal’s discretionary power101 to accept NDP submissions under Article 9.19 

of CEPTA and Article 41(3) of ICSID-AFR-PA102 is guided by these criteria: 

(a) bringing a different perspective, particular knowledge or insight; 

(b) address a matter within the scope of the dispute; 

(c) significant interest in the proceeding; and 

(d) does not disrupt the proceeding, unduly burden or unfairly prejudice a party. 

[53] Two amicus briefs have been filed in this proceeding. This Tribunal should [A] admit 

Consortium of Bonoori Foreign Investors (CBFI);103 but [B] disallow Committee on 

Reform of Public Utilities’ (CRPU) external advisors.104 

 
89 Vivendi-II [13]. 
90 Biwater [46]; UPS [61]. 
91 US-Lead&Steel [42]; US-Shrimp [105]–[108]. 
92 ECtHR Rules, r 44. 
93 IACtHR Rules, art 44; Sumo [41]–[42]. 
94 ICC Rules, r 103. 
95 Iran-US Claims Tribunal Rules, art 15. 
96 Methanex [53]. 
97 Baltag, 4; Born, 626, 631.  
98 ICSID-PA, r 37. 
99 ICSID-AFR-PA, art 41(3). 
100 Apotex (BNM) [15]–[19]; Foresti, 2. 
101 Apotex (Appleton) [26]; Born, 633–634. 
102 Record, 14. 
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A. CBFI Should Be Admitted As Amicus Curiae 

[54] Claimant supports CBFI’s application105 because CBFI: [1] offers a new perspective 

different from parties; [2] raises matters within the scope of this dispute; [3] has 

significant interest; and [4] is independent.  

1. CBFI offers a different perspective, knowledge or insight 

[55] This criterion examines whether an applicant is ‘likely’ 106  to provide different 

‘arguments, and expertise and perspectives that the parties may not have 

provided’.107 Mere technical knowledge or expertise alone is insufficient to meet the 

threshold.108 

[56] In Biwater, the Tribunal deemed the broad legal expertise on ‘the linkage between 

international investment agreements and national development policy’ of human 

rights and environmental NGOs as ‘irrelevant’ to a dispute solely concerning 

compensation arising from defunct water distribution and sewage system.109 

[57] In Apotex, the Tribunal did not consider the ‘knowledge and insight of a single 

practitioner’ on investment treaties and governmental regulatory conduct ‘however 

extensive, equals (still less surpasses) the very considerable experience and insights’ 

possessed by parties’ counsel.110 

[58] CBFI is a non-profit industrial association representing Bonoori investors 

internationally with a diverse membership of businesses of all sizes across different 

sectors.111 In 2014, the total investment of CBFI members in the Greater Narnian 

region was USD 59 billion.112 

 
103 Record, 15–17. 
104 Record, 18–20. 
105 Record, 21–22. 
106 Methanex [49]–[50]; UPS [70]. 
107 InterAguas [23]; Pezold [49]. 
108 Eco [31]–[33]; RFP [4.4]. 
109 Biwater [35]. 
110 Apotex (Appleton) [32]. 
111 Record, 16. 
112 Record, 87. 
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[59] Armed with such breadth of expertise, CBFI is able to share insider knowledge on 

Bonooru’s market economy policies and ministerial oversight over private enterprises 

(e.g., Claimant) operating in key economic industries (e.g., aviation) formerly 

dominated by SOEs (e.g., BA Holdings).113 Due to its vast network and influence, 

CBFI members are closely attuned to Bonoori investor sentiments towards the 

governance of Mekari regulators and courts, and involved in other CEPTA 

arbitrations.114 

[60] Hence, CBFI’s input is of immense value in assisting this Tribunal’s determination. 

2. CBFI raised matters within the scope of this dispute  

[61] Next, the issue is whether CBFI’s application addresses matters falling within the 

scope of this arbitration.115 The power to admit amicus curiae is limited ‘to facilitate 

the Tribunal’s process of inquiry into, understanding of, and resolving, that very 

dispute’ submitted ‘in accordance with the consent of the disputing parties’.116 Hence, 

this criterion aims to ‘avoid the unnatural broadening’ of the scope of dispute.117 

[62] In Philip Morris, the Tribunal found that ‘official technical information and evidence 

regarding distinct trends in tobacco marketing and consumption’ furnished by the 

Pan American Health Organization related to a key issue in the dispute (i.e., 

enforcement of domestic tobacco control legislation).118  

[63] CBFI has particularised in-depth on the relevancy of its information to the issues: 

 Issue Information 

(a) Jurisdiction 

Background of Bonooru’s regulatory framework on the 

privatisation of traditional SOEs and operations of 

privatised enterprises free from governmental control.119 

(b) Merits 
Impact of functioning of the Mekari judicial system on 

Bonoori investor confidence and future capital flows.120 

 

 
113 Record, 29. 
114 Record, 16. 
115 Eco [28]; Philip Morris (PO4) [27]. 
116 UPS [60]. 
117 Apotex (BNM) [27]. 
118 Philip Morris (PO4) [25]–[27]. 
119 Record, 17, 29. 
120 Record, 17. 
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[64] Hence, CBFI has raised matters directly relating to the jurisdictional and substantive 

issues at stake.  

3. CBFI has significant interest in this dispute 

[65] Article 9.20(6) provides that UNCITRAL Rules (Transparency) ‘shall apply to any 

international arbitration proceedings’ against Bonooru whilst Mekar ‘shall duly 

consider [its] application in international arbitration proceedings’ against Mekar.121 

[66] Although not binding, such rules have equal force here due to Respondent’s 

consent 122  and CEPTA’s preambular purpose to ‘promote transparency, good 

governance, and the rule of law’.123  Pursuant to Rule 4(a) of UNCITRAL Rules 

(Transparency), this Tribunal should take into account ‘public interest in 

transparency in treaty-based investor-State arbitration’ when exercising its 

discretion. 124  Hence, the ‘significant interest’ criterion encompasses ‘public 

interest’.125  

[67] A ‘significant’ interest must be more than a ‘general’ interest. 126  In Apotex, the 

Tribunal found that an applicant ‘considering’ establishing a venture capital fund was 

merely ‘at best, an aspiration’. 127  In RFP, the applicant’s ‘admirable goal’ of 

defending the rule of law and international public law fell short of the threshold.128 

[68] In contrast, CBFI’s interests are more concrete and far-reaching:129 

(a) 38 members have investments in Mekar and are justifiably concerned about 

Respondent’s maintenance of ‘stable regulatory regimes’ and their ‘access to 

an independent and impartial justice system’.  

(b) The outcome of this arbitration may set the tone on the interpretation of 

CEPTA’s investor-State dispute resolution mechanism for future disputes 

(especially concerning government-linked Bonoori enterprises). 

 
121 Record, 24. 
122 Record, 72. 
123 Record, 71. 
124 UNCITRAL Rules (Transparency), art 4(a). 
125 Apotex (Appleton) [41]–[43]; RFP [54]; Vivendi-II [19]. 
126 Apotex (Appleton) [38]; Eco [34]–[35]. 
127 Apotex (BNM) [32]–[33]. 
128 RFP [4.6]. 
129 Record, 16. 
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[69] The ‘public interest’ lies in safeguarding the sanctity of CEPTA—a trade agreement 

negotiated barely 7 years ago in 2014 130  built upon a constellation of values, 

especially ‘to intensify economic co-operation’ between Bonooru and Mekar.131 In 

any event, public interest is served by admitting CBFI due to the ‘additional desirable 

consequence of increasing transparency of investor State arbitration’ which benefits 

from being perceived as more open than unduly secretive.132 

[70] Hence, both the criterion of ‘significant interest’ and ‘public interest’ is fulfilled.  

4. CBFI’s independence is inconsequential 

[71] Contrary to Respondent’s contention,133 [a] independence is not an ‘essential attribute’ 

of amicus curiae, and in any event; [b] CBFI’s independence was not compromised. 

a.  Independence of amicus curiae is not a criterion 

[72] There is no express rule in ICSID-AFR-PA requiring the independence of NDPs. 

Article 9.19(3) of CEPTA merely obliges an applicant to disclose ‘any affiliation, 

direct or indirect, with any disputing party’.134 This duty was duly complied by the 

disclosure contained in CBFI’s application.135 

[73] Some tribunals have found that independence is implicitly required from the first 

criterion on ‘bringing new perspective’136 or duty of disclosure.137 However, as Born 

astutely observed, such requirement is paradoxical to the criterion requiring amici to 

possess ‘significant interest’.138 Absence of any clear standard to assess impartiality 

(which differs between arbitrator and expert witness) further renders this requirement 

too indeterminate for tribunals to apply.139 

 
130 Record, 31. 
131 Record, 69. 
132 Biwater [54]; Methanex [49]. 
133 Record, 24. 
134 Record, 80. 
135 Record, 16. 
136 InterAguas [23]; Pezold [49]. 
137 Bear (PO5) [23]; Eli [D]. 
138 Born, 655. 
139 Born, 655. 
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[74] Hence, to avoid ‘latent tension’ with the express criterion of ‘significant interest’, this 

Tribunal should not be concerned of CBFI’s independence (or non-independence).140 

b. In any event, CBFI’s independence is not seriously impaired 

[75] In Eli, the Tribunal opined that ‘membership of a disputing party in an applicant does 

not mean a lack of independence of the applicant per se’.141 In Pezold, minority 

governmental ownership (10%) in the applicant was insufficient to evince a close 

link.142 

[76] Lapras, a member of CBFI, merely advises Claimant on funding strategies in this 

present dispute.143 Such tangential connection does not amount to a conflict of interest 

under CBFI’s internal rules.144  

[77] Under IBA Guidelines, only a ‘significant financial or personal interest’ in a party 

constitutes a non-waivable conflict of interest (Red List),145 whilst having ‘given legal 

advice’ on the dispute to a party is waivable. 146  However, an amicus is not 

comparable to an arbitrator but rather more analogous to a tribunal-appointed 

expert.147 Ultimately, CBFI merely aims to assist—not adjudicate—this dispute. If 

CBFI evinces any iota of bias, this Tribunal can ignore or ascribe less weight to its 

submission.148 

[78] In sum, CBFI discloses no serious conflicts of interest warranting outright rejection 

that cannot be remedied by procedural safeguards.149 

 
140 Pezold [62]. 
141 Eli [E]. 
142 Pezold [54]. 
143 Record, 16. 
144 Record, 87. 
145 IBA Guidelines, Part II [1.2]. 
146 IBA Guidelines, Part II [2.1.1]. 
147 Born, 640–641. 
148 Lamb, 85. 
149 UPS [69]. 
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B. CRPU Advisors Should Not Be Admitted As Amicus Curiae 

[79] The second brief is made by CRPU advisors who ‘actively participated in the 

deliberations’ on Claimant’s acquisition of Caeli. 150  Based on certain (redacted) 

evidence, CRPU advisors allege that Claimant’s investment was procured by bribes. 

[80] The application should be rejected 151  because CRPU advisors: [1] raised matters 

outside the scope of this dispute; [2] lack significant interest in the dispute; and [3] 

disrupts the proceeding and unfairly prejudices Claimant. 

1. CRPU advisors raised matters outside the scope of this dispute 

[81] CRPU advisors’ brief does not fall within the scope of this dispute due to [a] paucity 

of particulars; [b] Respondent’s acquiescence; or [c] inappropriateness to admit 

amicus curiae on a sole jurisdictional issue. 

a. CRPU advisors failed to provide sufficient particulars 

[82] Furnishing of particulars demonstrating relevance of a matter to the ‘actual scope of 

the dispute’ is a ‘fundamental requirement for admission as amicus curiae’.152 What 

must be shown is a ‘causal link in the sense that the act of corruption must have 

contributed to obtaining a right or benefit related to the investment’.153 The criterion 

of causal link is legal—not merely factual.154 

[83] Corruption can manifest in 2 categories: contracts that provide for corruption (void ab 

initio) and contracts procured by corruption (voidable).155 The latter may be rescinded 

at the innocent party’s option.156 

[84] CRPU advisors have not explained how the alleged bribery—if proven—will affect 

this Tribunal’s jurisdiction. Their description that Claimant’s rights ‘were procured by 

means of bribes paid’ to CRPU’s Chairperson157 implicates the second (less severe) 

 
150 Record, 19. 
151 Record, 21–22. 
152 Eco [28]. 
153 Tethyan [336]. 
154 Eco [29]; Minnotte [132]. 
155 Tanzania [54]; World [164]. 
156 Hwang [95]. 
157 Record, 19. 
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type of corruption. In turn, particulars on the knowledge and acquiescence of CRPU 

are critical due to Mekari society’s general apathy towards corruption.158 

[85] Hence, CRPU advisors should not be admitted due to the ‘lack of specificity as to the 

relevance to the legal scope of dispute’ and ‘generality of the assertion’.159 

b. CRPU advisors raised an issue of admissibility waived by Respondent 

[86] International law draws a clear distinction between jurisdiction and admissibility. 

Jurisdiction goes to the root of parties’ consent to an adjudicatory body’s competence 

to hear a dispute.160 Although ‘arbitral jurisdiction is based exclusively on consent’, 

tribunals retain ‘inherent power to rule on its jurisdiction’161 under the doctrine of 

Kompetenz-Kompetenz enshrined under custom162 and ICSID-AFR-PA.163 

[87] In contrast, issues of admissibility take aim at the claim rather than the tribunal.164 

Parties are entitled, but not bound, to raise an objection.165 The distinction is critical 

because ‘[d]efects in admissibility can be waived or cured by acquiescence’ whilst 

‘defects in jurisdiction cannot’.166 

[88] The distinction can be blurry in practice.167 Arbitral tribunals treat corruption as an 

issue of jurisdiction168 and admissibility169 in equal measure. Ultimately, the dividing 

line is fact-specific depending on the nature of corruption and BIT’s scope of 

protection.170  

[89] For BITs that only protect ‘lawful investments’, contracts tainted by corruption are 

rendered void ab initio.171 In Infinito, the Tribunal admitted an amicus curiae alleging 

 
158 Record, 19. 
159 Eco [29] (emphasis added). 
160 Armed Activities [88]. 
161 ICS [255]. 
162 Nottebohm, 120. 
163 ICSID-AFR-PA, art 45(1). 
164 ICS [259]. 
165 Hochtief [94]. 
166 Hochtief [95]. 
167 Micula [64]. 
168 Energoalians [261]; Fraport-II [467]; Getma [174]; Hamester [123]–[124]; UFG [7.46]. 
169 Churchill [528]–[532]; Kim [593]; Metal-Tech [292]; Oxus [713]; Pezold (Award) [344]–[346]. 
170 Cortec [333]. 
171 Cortec [333]. 
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corruption because Canada-Costa Rica BIT required ‘investments’ to be made ‘in 

accordance with the [Contracting Party’s] laws’ (jurisdiction ratione materiae).172 

[90] In contrast, the definition of ‘Investment’ in Article 9.1 of CEPTA173 contains no 

‘legality’ condition.174 Hence, Claimant’s acquisition of Caeli remains voidable even 

if procured by bribes. By not rescinding the acquisition or raising a preliminary 

objection in this proceeding, 175  Respondent has acquiesced or waived such 

illegality.176  

[91] Hence, this Tribunal cannot consider the alleged bribery proprio motu.177 

c. Admission of amicus curiae solely on jurisdictional matters is 

inappropriate 

[92] In any event, tribunals are greatly reluctant to admit amicus curiae solely on 

jurisdictional issues. 178  In UPS, allowing an applicant ‘to make submissions are 

questions of jurisdiction and the place of arbitration’ was deemed inappropriate.179 

[93] Hence, CRPU advisors should not be admitted as the alleged bribery, at best, only 

concerns this Tribunal’s jurisdiction ratione legis.180 

2. CRPU advisors have no significant interest in the dispute 

[94] By their own admission, CRPU advisors only ‘possess a general interest in promoting 

fair business practices in Mekar’.181 Such an ‘admirable goal’182 is best served by 

passing on their information to the relevant authorities in Bonooru and Mekar, and not 

by intervening in a dispute that materialised long after the alleged corruption occurred. 

[95] In short, the outcome of this dispute has no direct bearing on CRPU advisors. 

 
172 Infinito [32]–[33]. 
173 Record, 73. 
174 Fraport-I [281]; Metal-Tech [372]–[373]. 
175 Record, 22. 
176 Tanzania [160]. 
177 Hochtief [95]. 
178 Chevron (PO8) [18]. 
179 UPS [71]. 
180 Hochtief [95]. 
181 Record, 19. 
182 RFP [4.6]. 
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3. CRPU advisors’ admission will disrupt proceedings and unfairly prejudice 

Claimant  

[96] Amici submissions imposing the ‘greatest burden’ on one party to ‘expend much time 

and cost’ to address a jurisdictional issue not pleaded by the other party should be 

avoided.183 Fairness and efficiency are essential attributes of arbitration.184 

[97] A tribunal’s jurisdiction is only vitiated by ‘credible’,185 ‘solid’,186 ‘proper’187 and 

‘clear and convincing’188 evidence of corruption. The threshold of proof is ‘high’ and 

‘notoriously difficult’ to meet.189 Evidence must be tested by way of oral examination 

of the alleged perpetrators.190 In Fraport-II, corruption allegations were only heard by 

the Tribunal after criminal proceedings spanning over 8 years concluded in Germany 

and the Philippines.191 

[98] This Tribunal should not be troubled by ‘surmise and speculation’ of corruption at 

such an early juncture.192 Investigation instituted by Bonooru’s Constitutional Court is 

presently ongoing.193 In short, this is not the time nor place for CRPU advisors’ 

grievance—no matter how genuine—to be ventilated. 

 
183 Electrabel [234]. 
184 Born, 657. 
185 Cortec [399]. 
186 Tethyan [402]. 
187 F-W Oil [212]. 
188 Fraport-II [479]. 
189 EDF [221]. 
190 Cortec [394]–[398]. 
191 Fraport-II [169]–[205]. 
192 Cortec [391]–[399]. 
193 Record, 19. 
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III. RESPONDENT’S MEASURES VIOLATE THE FAIR AND EQUITABLE 

TREATMENT STANDARD UNDER ARTICLE 9.9(2) OF CEPTA 

[99] Over a span of 5 years, Respondent eviscerated the shareholder value194 of Claimant’s 

investment in Caeli through a chain of (seemingly) discrete measures, with surgical 

precision and stealthy deception. The endgame was to drive Caeli to the brink of 

insolvency and ripe for State capture. 

[100] Such measures, taken individually or cumulatively, constitute a violation of the fair 

and equitable standard (FET) enshrined in Article 9.9(2) of CEPTA, specifically:195 

(a) Denial of justice; 

(b) Fundamental breach of due process; and 

(c) Arbitrary or discriminatory conduct. 

[101] The full scale of Respondent’s incremental violations is examined in chronological 

order: [A] CCM regulatory actions; [B] monetary crisis policies; [C] judicial review 

against CCM; [D] enforcement of annulled Award; and [E] post-sale State aid. The 

final section addresses the [F] legal recognition of ‘creeping FET violation’. 

A. CCM’s Investigations Were Arbitrary (2016)  

[102] As put by the ICJ in ELSI, ‘arbitrariness’ refers to ‘a wilful disregard of due process 

of law, an act which shocks, or at least surprises, a sense of juridical propriety.’196 

[103] In EDF, the Tribunal adopted Professor Shreuer’s taxonomy of arbitrary measures:197 

(a) ‘inflicts damage on the investor without serving any apparent legitimate 

purpose’ 

(b) ‘not based on legal standards but on discretion, prejudice or personal 

preference’ 

(c) ‘taken for reasons that are different from those put forward by the decision 

maker’  

(d) ‘taken in wilful disregard of due process and proper procedure’. 

 
194 BG [215]–[216]; El Paso [214]; Paushok [202]. 
195 Record, 5. 
196 ELSI [128]. 
197 EDF [303]. 
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The test has been widely endorsed by arbitral tribunals.198 

[104] Such standards were violated by CCM’s [1] first; and [2] second investigations. 

1. CCM’s First Investigation was arbitrary 

[105] The legality of an act under international law is unaffected by domestic law. 199 

Concomitantly, this Tribunal’s standard of review should be guided by international 

standards on anti-monopoly (EU law) rather than Respondent’s domestic framework 

(MRTPA). There are two key cumulative elements: [a] dominant position; and [b] 

abusive behaviour. 

a. Caeli was not in a dominant position in the Mekari market 

[106] In September 2016, CCM launched an investigation into Caeli’s alleged predatory 

pricing strategies despite only capturing 43% market share in Mekar.200 Airfare cap 

was imposed on Caeli as an interim measure.201  

[107] Under MRTPA, CCM may open suo moto investigations on ‘a corporation obtains a 

market share greater than 50%’. 202  According to CCM, Caeli’s market share 

exceeded 54% ‘when considered in conjunction with its Moon Alliance partners’.203 

[108] First, the singular term ‘a corporation’ indicates that collective dominance is not 

explicitly recognised under MRTPA. This is in stark contrast with the TFEU that 

prohibits ‘[a]ny abuse by one or more undertakings of a dominant position within the 

internal market’.204 

[109] Second, the test of ‘collective dominance’ is only met where multiple entities are 

united by ‘economic links’205 possessing ‘power to adopt a common market policy’.206 

Prime examples are related companies with overlapping share ownership and Board 

 
198 Bear [547]; Crystallex [578]; Energia [491]; Glencore [1449]; Global [561]; Infinito [308]; Lemire (II) [262]; 

OperaFund [588]; SAUR [488]; Stati [1260]; Toto [157]. 
199 ARSIWA, art 3; Danzig, 4; ELSI [73]. 
200 Record, 34. 
201 Record, 34. 
202 Record, 47. 
203 Record, 34. 
204 TFEU, art 102. 
205 Vetro [358]. 
206 Irish Sugar [49]–[51]. 
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representation entering into exclusive agreements. 207  Moon Alliance is a loose 

coalition of airlines engaging in slot-trading208  and sharing of airport facilities209 

(commonly practised in aviation210). Hence, such membership is not equivalent to 

collective dominance. 

b. Alternatively, Caeli did not abuse its dominant position 

[110] In August 2018, CCM concluded its first report: the airfare cap was maintained and a 

fine of MON 150 million was imposed on Caeli due to its ‘predatory pricing resulting 

from low airfares and loyalty programmes’.211 Another reason given is Caeli’s receipt 

of subsidies under the Horizon 2020 Scheme reducing its airfare cost.212 

[111] However, low pricing and loyalty rebates per se are not necessarily abusive. 213 

Neither is the fact that the pricing is lower than the average total costs.214 Rather, the 

test is whether such practice poses an ‘exclusionary effect’ that ‘bears no relation to 

advantages for the market and consumers’.215 

[112] Hence, CCM’s failure to apply the proper legal methodology on abuse of dominant 

position evinces arbitrary action. CCM’s investigation contradicted the specific 

expressions of encouragement and approval that CCM bestowed upon Claimant 

during its bid for Caeli. 216  By not notifying Claimant of changes in its anti-

monopolistic policies in relation to airline partnerships and low-fare pricing, CCM 

committed procedural failings.217 

2. CCM’s Second Investigation was arbitrary 

[113] Again, the propriety of CCM’s investigation involves a two-step analysis: [a] 

dominant position; and [b] abusive behaviour. 

 
207 Irish Sugar [52]. 
208 Record, 34. 
209 Record, 32. 
210 Record, 3. 
211 Record, 36. 
212 Record, 36. 
213 British Airways [84]; Hoffmann-La Roche [90]; Michelin [73]. 
214 Konkurrencerådet [44]. 
215 British Airways [86]. 
216 Record, 32. 
217 Bilcon [572].  
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a. Caeli was not in a dominant position for regional routes 

[114] In December 2016, CCM launched another investigation into Caeli’s alleged ‘price 

undercutting on certain routes to and from Phenac International’ due to a complaint 

lodged by regional airlines in Greater Narnia.218 Under MRTPA, such an investigation 

may be opened on a corporation having a minimum of 10% market share.219 

[115] The critical element here is ‘market’. Any assessment of ‘dominant position’ must 

necessarily first define the exact size of the market based on product characteristics 

and geographical coverage.220 

[116] The entire premise of CCM’s investigation is fundamentally flawed because Caeli’s 

business primarily focuses on low-cost long-haul routes from Phenac Airport (and not 

the regional routes which regional airlines exclusively fly).221 By wrongly conflating 

two ‘distinct, but associated’ markets, 222  CCM’s finding that Caeli stands in a 

dominant position over the complainants is a total non-starter. 

b. Alternatively, Caeli did not abuse its dominant position 

[117] In January 2019, CCM concluded its second report. A fine of MON 200 million was 

imposed on Caeli for pushing out competitors flying through Phenac International 

without attracting new customers ‘inferred’ from its low pricing.223 

[118] Again, low pricing and loyalty rebates are not necessarily abusive.224 Further, ‘not 

every exclusionary effect is necessarily detrimental to competition’ because the 

exclusion of competitors may be attributed to their own inefficiency (pricing, product 

and innovation). 225  In Intel, the CJEU affirmed that the ‘effects-based’ approach 

involves a multi-layer economic analysis:226 

(a) Extent of dominance in the relevant market; 

(b) Actual exclusion of equally efficient competitors; 

 
218 Record, 35. 
219 Record, 47. 
220 Vetro [360]–[364]. 
221 Record, 37. 
222 Tetra [27]. 
223 Record, 47. 
224 British Airways [84]; Hoffmann-La Roche [90]; Michelin [73]. 
225 Intel [134]; Konkurrencerådet [22]. 
226 Intel [139]–[140]. 
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(c) Extent of exclusionary effect on the market; and  

(d) Possible benefits to consumers. 

[119] CCM’s finding is at odds with the uncontested facts: 

(a) Upon approving Claimant’s acquisition of Caeli in 2011, CCM acknowledged 

Moon Alliance membership as ‘boosting consumer welfare’.227  

(b) The fuel efficiency of the new Boeing 737 fleet enabled Caeli to cut cost.228 

(c) Caeli derived profits predominantly from low-fare long-haul routes.229 

(d) Other regional airlines could offer low-fare flights in the high-traffic Bonooru-

Mekari route and enjoy larger profits than Caeli.230 

(e) The interim airfare caps did not dent Caeli’s profitability.231 

[120] Caeli captured market dominance ‘on its own merits’ due to business efficiency rather 

than predatory pricing. 232  Moreover, CCM’s pre-investment blessing gave rise to 

legitimate expectations that such dominance conformed with Mekari law.233 CCM’s 

post-investment sanctions were dealt for purely arbitrary reasons linked to the 

interplay of Mekar politics and nationalistic reasons of a discriminatory character.234 

[121] Hence, CCM’s report hinged upon a tenuous ‘inference’ drawn from a sole 

inconclusive fact (low pricing), woefully detached from legality and reality. Such 

report is both devoid of legitimate purpose (EDF test) and ‘offends judicial propriety’ 

(ELSI test).235 

B. Respondent’s Airfare Caps and Denial of Subsidies to Caeli during the Monetary 

Crisis Was Discriminatory (2018) 

[122] In late 2016, MON depreciated steeply.236 In January 2018, Respondent mandated all 

goods and services to be denominated exclusively in MON.237 CCM rejected Caeli’s 

 
227 Record, 32. 
228 Record, 32. 
229 Record, 33–34. 
230 Record, 33–34. 
231 Record, 34–35. 
232 Intel [133]–[134]. 
233 Micula (Award) [715]–[717]. 
234 Eureko [233].  
235 Waste [98]. 
236 Record, 35. 
237 Record, 35. 
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request to lift the airfare cap due to the inflationary surge.238 In September 2018, 

Respondent granted subsidies to foreign airlines, notably Star Wings and JetGreen 

(vide Executive Order 9-2018). 239  Only Caeli and Larry Air were denied any 

subsidy.240 

[123] The evaluation of whether treatment is discriminatory based on nationality241 involves 

three phases: [1] like circumstance; [2] less favourable treatment; and [3] 

justification.242 

1. Caeli was in a like circumstance with Star Wings and JetGreen 

[124] First, the issue is whether Caeli and other airlines operating in Mekar are in ‘like 

circumstance’.243 

[125] Both Star Wings and JetGreen enjoy subsidies from Arrakis far higher than the 

subsidies Caeli received from Bonooru under the 2020 Horizon Scheme.244 In contrast, 

LarryAir is a wholly government-owned company.245 

[126] Hence, it is invidious for Respondent to treat Caeli akin to LarryAir but dissimilar 

with Star Wings and JetGreen. 

2. Caeli was treated less favourably 

[127] Next, the issue is whether Caeli was treated less favourably than Star Wings and 

JetGreen.246  

[128] Since September 2016, Caeli has been handicapped by CCM’s interim airfare cap.247 

In August 2018, following CCM’s first report, the airfare cap was maintained.248 A 

month later, Respondent passed Executive Order 9-2018 and disbursed subsidies to 

 
238 Record, 36. 
239 Record, 36. 
240 Record, 36–37. 
241 Genin [369]; Glamis [559]; LG&E [147]; Total [213]; Waste [98]. 
242 Bayindir [399]; Lemire (II) [261]. 
243 Parkerings [371]; Total [210]. 
244 Record, 36–37. 
245 Record, 37. 
246 Total [210]. 
247 Record, 34. 
248 Record, 36. 
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Caeli’s competitors. 249  Excluding the Claimant from the scope of public fund 

injections without reasonable grounds shows the government’s lack of even-

handedness and transparency.250 Such timing is too immaculate to be coincidental. 

[129] More tellingly, JetGreen was Caeli’s closest competitor with 21% market share of all 

flights through Phenac International.251 Yet, CCM never investigated JetGreen, nor 

any other Moon alliance member.252 

[130] Caeli was hit by a double whammy—unable to adjust its pricing, and ineligible to 

receive subsidies. This constitutes less favourable treatment. 

3. Respondent’s discriminatory treatment of Caeli lacked justification 

[131] The third issue is whether Caeli’s less favourable treatment was justified.253  

[132] First, Caeli’s request for subsidies was rejected without any formal reason.254 The 

Mekari Minister of Transportation’s sweeping statement that the granting of subsidies 

is wholly within governmental discretion and SOEs were undeserving of more 

advantages is riddled with ambiguities and inaccuracies. As previously canvassed, 

Claimant lacked the characteristics of a SOE in 2018.255 

[133] Second, CCM explained that the interim airfare cap ‘could not be removed until its 

investigations were complete, and that interference with inflation rates was beyond its 

competence’.256 Such a mechanical approach is inconsistent with CCM’s discretionary 

power to order interim measures in accordance with the principles of necessity and 

proportionality (vide Chapter III of MRTPA).257 

[134] Hence, Respondent’s targeting of Caeli was unjustified.  

 
249 Record, 36. 
250 Saluka [407]. 
251 Record, 86. 
252 Record, 34. 
253 Bayindir [399]; Lemire (II) [261]. 
254 Record, 36. 
255 See Issue I. 
256 Record, 36. 
257 Record, 47. 
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C. Delay and Disposal of Caeli’s Judicial Review Appeals Was a Denial of Justice 

and Breach of Due Process (2018-2019) 

[135] Due process is embodied in the minimum standard of treatment accorded to aliens.258 

There is a close overlap between a host State’s obligation to provide due process and 

avoid denial of justice under the FET standard. 259  Due process represents the 

procedural dimension of such standard.260 

[136] In March 2018, Caeli sought judicial review against CCM interim airfare cap pending 

its First Investigation.261 In January 2019, Caeli filed an appeal against CCM’s orders 

to fine Caeli for a combined total of MON 350 million and to maintain the airfare cap 

(until its market share fell below 40%) pursuant to its First and Second 

Investigations.262 Mekari court’s breach of due process is two-fold: [1] undue delay of 

interim motion; and [2] summary disposal of merits. 

1. Caeli’s interim motion and appeal were unduly delayed 

[137] Justice is denied if domestic courts ‘refuse to entertain a suit’ or ‘subject it to undue 

delay’.263 Factors to assess the reasonableness of delay include complexity of the case, 

significance of interests at stake, behaviour of litigants and courts.264 

[138] In White Industries, the Tribunal found the Indian courts ‘moved at a not 

unreasonable pace’ despite a 9-year delay to hear enforcement proceedings of an 

arbitral award. 265  Such commercial matter can ‘be allowed to languish’ whilst 

criminal cases need ‘urgent resolution’ because any delay in enforcement is 

compensable by interest.266 

[139] First, in March 2018, the Mekari Court Registrar fixed Caeli’s interim motion to 

secure a stay of the airfare cap for hearing a year later in April 2019. Price caps 

amidst a monetary crisis have immediate deleterious effect on business sustainability.  

 
258 Paulsson, 10–37, 82; Paparinskis, 72–73. 
259 Al-Bahloul [221]. 
260 Paulsson, 82, 98. 
261 Record, 36. 
262 Record, 37. 
263 Azinian [102]. 
264 Chevron (Track II) [250]; Oostergetel [290]; White [10.4.10]. 
265 White [10.4.21].  
266 White [10.4.14].  
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[140] Hence, the Mekari Court Registrar’s reasoning to ‘prioritise criminal matters’ lacks 

equal force.267 Whilst it may be reasonable to delay the hearing of Caeli’s substantive 

appeal against CCM’s First Investigation (due to the complexity of anti-monopoly 

law), the same cannot be gainsaid for the interim motion. Also, Mekar’s population of 

10.8 million (as of 2015)268 is a far cry from India’s population of 1.2 billion.269 

[141] Second, since Caeli’s second appeal against CCM’s fines and maintenance of airfare 

caps revolves around the same issues of law and fact, hearing all matters together 

would be cost-efficient. Yet, the Registrar refused Caeli’s request for consolidation 

and fixed the appeal hearing in May 2020.270 

[142] Hence, there is an undue delay by the Mekari courts to entertain Caeli’s interim 

motion and second appeal. 

2. Caeli’s appeal was prematurely disposed  

[143] Justice is denied if domestic courts ‘administer justice in a seriously inadequate 

way’.271 

[144] In June 2019, Justice VanDuzer rejected Caeli’s interim motion to remove the airfare 

cap.272 Despite expressing reservations on CCM’s rationale and disposing the motion 

on the balance of convenience (test of interim injunction), the judge further resolved 

to dismiss Caeli’s entire appeal on the merits (vide Executive Order 5-2014).273  

[145] To dispose the interim motion in summary fashion without any avenue of appeal is a 

‘manifest failure of natural justice’.274 If the Mekari courts truly cared for judicial 

economy, why not consolidate the interim motion and second appeal then? This 

evinces manifest inconsistency in the administration of justice.275  

 
267 Record, 36. 
268 Record, 19–30. 
269 White [10.4.18].  
270 Record, 37. 
271 Azinian [102]. 
272 Record, 38. 
273 Record, 86. 
274 Vannessa [227]; Waste [98]. 
275 MTD [163]. 
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D. Enforcement of the Annulled Award Tainted by Corruption Constitutes a Denial 

of Justice (2020) 

[146] The essence of denial of justice is ‘to protect foreigners against delictual acts of the 

judiciary’.276 The concept is broader than due process and encompasses a substantive 

dimension.277 The threshold is ‘high’278 and ‘demanding’.279 As observed in Mondev, 

the test is ‘whether the shock or surprise occasioned to an impartial tribunal’ raises 

‘justified concerns as to the judicial propriety of the outcome’.280 

[147] Only a fundamental systemic failure of judiciary constitutes a denial of justice.281 It is 

not the task of this Tribunal to function as an appellate court282 nor to correct the 

errors of domestic courts in applying domestic law.283 

[148] Briefly, the relevant chronology of events is as follows: 

 Date Event 

(a) February 2020 
Mekar Airservices instituted arbitration to declare 

Hawthorne’s offer to Claimant invalid.284 

(b) May 2020 
Arbitrator Cavanaugh delivered the award in favour of 

Mekar Airservices (Award).285 

(c) June 2020 
CILS disclosed materials of Mekar Airservices bribing 

Arbitrator Cavanaugh.286 

(d) 1 August 2020 
Sinnoh Supreme Arbitrazh Court annulled the 

Award.287 

(e) 23 August 2020 Mekari High Commercial Court enforced the Award.288 

(f) 26 September 2020 Mekari Superior Court upheld the Award.289 

 

 
276 Arif [434]. 
277  Arif [449]; Azinian [103]; Iberdrola [432]; Infinito (Award) [445]; Jan de Nul [195]; Liman [279]; 

Oostergetel [275]; Oxus [799]; Pantechniki [94]; RosInvestCo [279]. 
278 Agility [210]–[216]; Al-Warraq [620]; Jan de Nul [209]; Krederi [447]–[448]; Philip Morris [499]–[500]; 

Vannessa [227]; White [10.4.8]. 
279 Chevron (Track II) [8.36]; Oostergetel [273]. 
280 Mondev [127]. 
281 Chevron (Track II) [8.40]; Liman [279]; Oostergetel [273]; Philip Morris [499]. 
282 Arif [441]; Azinian [99]; Bridgestone [410]; Eli (Award) [224]–[225]; Infinito (Award) [217];  

Krederi [486]; Liman [274]; Mamidoil [764]; Mondev [126]–[127]; Oostergetel [291]; Philip Morris [528]; 

Tafneft [474]; Tallinn [870]. 
283 Al-Warraq [620]; Chevron (Track II) [8.36]–[8.37]; H&H [400]; Oostergetel [273]; Pantechniki [94]. 
284 Record, 39. 
285 Record, 38. 
286 Record, 61. 
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[149] The Mekari courts’ rulings were ‘egregiously wrong’ 290  because the: [1] Sinnoh 

Supreme Court maintained exclusive competence to annul the Award; and [2] 

annulment was consistent with public policy. 

1. Mekari courts should not enforce an annulled Award under the NYC 

[150] Under New York Convention (NYC), enforcement courts have limited discretion to 

enforce annulled awards from a [a] textual construction; and [b] teleological 

standpoint. 

a. Mekari courts should defer to Sinnoh Supreme Court’s exclusive 

competence as the court of origin 

[151] Article V(1)(e) of NYC stipulates:  

‘Recognition and enforcement of the award may be refused (…) where 

(…) [the award] has been set aside or suspended by a competent 

authority of the country in which, or under the law of which, that 

award was made.’291 

[152] It is well-accepted by national courts292 and scholars293 that courts of origin have 

‘exclusive competence’ to decide on the validity of arbitral awards. Concomitantly, 

annulled awards lack legal force. As confirmed by Professor Sanders (a prominent 

Founding Father of NYC): 

‘Courts will (...) refuse the enforcement as there does no longer exist 

an arbitral award and enforcing a non-existing arbitral award would 

be an impossibility or even go against the public policy of the country 

of enforcement.’294 

[153] In contrast, the French Cour de cassation consistently finds that annulment of an 

award does not preclude its enforcement.295  The rationale being that international 

awards are ‘not anchored in any national legal order’.296 However, this is a rare 

anomaly. The French civil code does not conform with NYC (annulment of award is 

not enumerated as a ground to refuse enforcement). 297  Hence, the French’s 

 
290 Arif [442]; Binder [448]; Eli [224]; Manchester [498]; Rumeli [619]; Siag [455]; Unglaube [277]. 
291 NYC, art V(1)(e). 
292 Karaha, 308–10; Steel Corp, 692–4; TermoRio, 17. 
293 Berg, 4. 
294 Sanders, 55. 
295 Norsolor; Hilmarton. 
296 Putrabali. 
297 CPC (France), art 1502. 
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‘delocalised’ approach does not detract from the proper interpretation of Article 

V(1)(e) of NYC. 

b. Enforcement of the annulled Award is contrary to international public 

policy  

[154] Textual construction aside, there are compelling public policy considerations for 

deferring to the wisdom of courts of origin. 

[155] First, pursuant to the cardinal principle of autonomy, commercial parties are 

presumed to have intended to ‘place themselves under the protection’ of the court of 

origin chosen as the seat of arbitration.298 To ignore its decision is to ignore their 

common will.299 

[156] Second, neutrality is endangered when courts of enforcement are at liberty to enforce 

annulled awards. 300  True enough, such danger came to fruition when the Mekari 

courts effectively enforced the Award to benefit its own government. 

[157] Third, certainty is lost when parties can revive an annulled award by ‘forum shopping’ 

for friendly jurisdictions.301 As Professor van den Berg wryly observes:  

‘it cannot be correct that international arbitration would have to 

operate on the basis of the famous line in the 1942 movie Casablanca: 

“We’ll always have Paris.”’302 

2. Mekari courts should refuse to enforce the corruption-tainted Award  

[158] Whilst courts of enforcement retain a measure of discretion to enforce annulled 

awards, such discretion may only be exercised exceptionally in cases involving 

‘failure of substantial justice’303  or ‘repugnant to fundamental notions of what is 

decent’.304 The test of ‘public policy’ is unhelpful due to stark divergence across 

jurisdictions.305 Instead, comity between sovereign nations is sacrosanct.306 

 
298 Gaillard, 43. 
299 Schwartz, 125. 
300 Poudret, No. 1. 
301 Gaillard, 40. 
302 Berg, 26. 
303 Yukos (UK) [125]. 
304 Pemex, 29. 
305 TermoRio, 937–938; Yukos (UK) [150]–[151]. 
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[159] Recently, the UK High Court in Maximov laid down a three-stage test:307 

(a) The fact that a foreign court decision is manifestly wrong or perverse is 

insufficient. 

(b) The evidence or grounds must be ‘cogent’. 

(c) The decision of the foreign court must be deliberately wrong, not simply 

wrong by incompetence. 

[160] In the infamous Yukos case, the UK Court of Appeal opined that the rule of law 

justifies enforcement courts to review decisions of courts of origins ‘brought about by 

judicially corrupt means’ especially those with a systemic pattern of political 

intervention.308 

[161] Sinnoh Supreme Court’s decision to annul the Award cannot be construed as perverse, 

what more politically-induced. Reliance on circumstantial evidence produced by 

CILS to establish Arbitrator Cavanaugh’s corruption309 is acceptable by international 

standards due to practical difficulty in obtaining direct evidence.310 Moreover, since 

2010, Sinnoh has ranked among the world’s top-10 countries in the administration of 

justice and reputed to be ‘virtually free of discrimination, corruption, and improper 

influence by public officials’.311 

[162] Ultimately, courts of enforcement are understandably sympathetic towards awards 

annulled by corrupt courts of origin. Ironically, the situation here is diametrically 

opposite—a partisan court eager to enforce a corrupt award annulled by a vigilant 

court of origin. If anything, it is the Mekari courts’ rulings that offend public 

policy.312 

 
306 Yukos (UK) [125]; Pemex, 27–28. 
307 Maximov [15]. 
308 Yukos (UK) [129], [135]. 
309 Record, 64. 
310 Metal-Tech [243]; OAO Rosneft [21]; Oostergetel [303]; Rumeli [709]. 
311 Record, 90. 
312 TermoRio, 937. 
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E. Respondent’s State Aid to Caeli after Claimant’s Exit Evinces Bad Faith (2020) 

[163] In October 2020, Claimant sold its stake in Caeli to Mekar Airservices.313 Shortly 

after, CCM suspended its fines indefinitely and approved the Ministry of Aviation’s 

infusion of capital.314 Also, Caeli received tax breaks from Mekari Tax Authority.315 

[164] Indeed, the generous State aid bestowed to Caeli after Claimant’s exit betrays the true 

‘ulterior motive’ that ‘grossly subverted’ 316  the entire Mekari governmental 

machinery to cripple Caeli for State capture. Such ‘deliberate conspiracy’ through a 

‘conscious combination of various agencies of government’ evinces bad faith.317 

F. Respondent’s Measures Constitute a Creeping Violation of Article 9.9(2) of 

CEPTA 

[165] Assuming arguendo this Tribunal finds that none of the discrete measures enumerated 

above breach the FET standard, Claimant contends that their ‘cumulative effect’ 

should be weighted.318 

[166] This is consistent with the opening phrase ‘a measure or measures’ in Article 9.9(2) 

of CEPTA.319 Such language is closely analogous to the FET standard in the Canada-

EU CETA which adopts the phrase ‘a measure or series of measures’.320  

[167] Indeed, creeping FET violation is a concept gaining recognition in jurisprudence 

constante.321 In El Paso, the Tribunal drew a parallel with creeping expropriation: 

‘A creeping violation of the FET standard could thus be described as a 

process extending over time and comprising a succession or an 

accumulation of measures which, taken separately, would not breach 

that standard but, when taken together, do lead to such a result.’322 

 
313 Record, 40. 
314 Record, 40. 
315 Record, 40. 
316 Cargill [293]; Nelson [325]. 
317 Waste [138]. 
318 El Paso [519].  
319 Record, 76. 
320 Canada-EU CETA, art 8.10(2). 
321 Bayindir [181]; Pey [209]; RosInvestCo [280]. 
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[168] Other tribunal formulations include ‘aggregate of the events’323 and ‘combination of 

administrative actions and the failure of the judiciary to correct them’.324 An analogy 

can also be drawn with the concept of ‘composite act’ under ARSIWA.325 

[169] Hence, taken cumulatively, Respondent’s measures violate Article 9.9(2) of CEPTA, 

akin to a snowball cascading into an avalanche. 

 
323 Tatneft [413]. 
324 AMF [700]. 
325 ARSIWA, art 15(1). 
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IV. RESPONDENT SHOULD COMPENSATE CLAIMANT FAIR MARKET 

VALUE OF CLAIMANT’S INVESTMENT 

[170] Finally, on the compensation standard, Claimant implores this Tribunal to [A] apply 

the fair market value; and [B] disregard any mitigating factors. 

A. Claimant Is Entitled to Compensation Based on FMV 

[171] Respondent contends that not a single cent is owed to Claimant because any 

compensation entitlement under CEPTA is limited to market value (MV) which has 

been duly satisfied by the sale of Claimant’s shares in Caeli for USD 400 million.326  

[172] However, Claimant maintains that the appropriate compensation standard is fair 

market value (FMV) representing the ‘actual’,327 ‘genuine’328 or ‘real’329 value of its 

shares in the open market at the date of violation (USD 700 million).330  This is 

founded on two bases: [1] custom; and [2] MFN importation of the FMV standard 

from the 2006 Arrakis-Mekar BIT (vide Article 9.7 of CEPTA). 

1.  Claimant is entitled to full reparation under customary international law 

[173] Pursuant to Article 9.21(1)(a) of CEPTA, this Tribunal ‘may award (...) monetary 

damages at a market value’.331 However, such standard is [a] not exclusionary to the 

[b] ‘just compensation’ standard under customary international law (lex generalis); 

and [c] expropriation standard under investment law (lex specialis). 

a. Article 9.21 of CEPTA is not exclusionary of other compensation 

standards 

[174] It is axiomatic that the treaty provisions of BITs take precedence in the determination 

of compensation standards. 332  However, where the treaty text is left open-ended, 

recourse can be made to the customary principles of reparation.333  

 
326 Record, 9. 
327 Vivendi (Award) [8.2.10]. 
328 CME [493]. 
329 Rumeli [786]. 
330 Record, 5. 
331 Record, 82. 
332 Vivendi (Award) [8.2.1]. 
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[175] In Vivendi, the Tribunal found that the Argentina-France BIT mandating 

compensation for lawful expropriation based on actual value of investment at the date 

of dispossession did not extend towards unlawful expropriations 334  but instead 

calculated at the date of award in accordance with custom.335 The Tribunal concluded: 

‘[A]bsent limiting terms in the relevant treaty, it is generally accepted 

today that, regardless of the type of investment, and regardless of the 

nature of the illegitimate measure, the level of damages awarded in 

international investment arbitration is supposed to be sufficient to 

compensate the affected party fully and to eliminate the consequences 

of the state’s action.’336 

[176] In CC/Devas, the Tribunal opined that explicit reference to MV in the Mauritius-India 

BIT ‘does not preclude reliance on these well-recognized and standard descriptions’ 

under custom ‘of what should be determined when deciding quantum or value of what 

was (...) unlawfully taken without compensation at the time’.337 

[177] Here, Article 9.21(1)(a) of CEPTA states: 

‘Where a tribunal makes a final award against a respondent, the 

tribunal may award (…) monetary damages at a market value, except 

as otherwise provided for in Article 9.12’338 

[178] The word ‘may’ lacks mandatory force. The proviso in Article 9.21(1)(a) is to be 

construed as mandating FMV as the sole compensation standard in expropriation 

claims. This leaves a measure of discretion open for the Tribunal to award 

compensation based on MV or FMV in all other types of violations, including Article 

9.9 of CEPTA.  

b. Claimant is entitled to FMV as restitution in kind 

[179] The customary principle of restitution is best encapsulated in Chorzów Factory: 

‘The essential principle (…) is that reparation must, as far as possible, 

wipe out all the consequences of the illegal act and re-establish the 

situation which would, in all probability, have existed if that act had 

not been committed.’339 

 
333 ADC [481]–[483], CME [497]; CMS [409]. 
334 Vivendi (Award) [8.2.3]. 
335 Vivendi (Award) [8.2.4]–[8.2.6], [8.4.5]. 
336 Vivendi (Award) [8.2.7]. 
337 CC/Devas [205]. 
338 Record, 82. 
339 Chorzów, 47. 
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The PCIJ’s dictum has been cited in a long line of ICJ judgments340  and ICSID 

awards.341  

[180] The FMV standard is deemed as ‘just’, 342  ‘adequate’ 343  and ‘effective’ 344 

compensation in lieu of restitution in kind. Concomitantly, this Tribunal’s task is to 

ascertain the ‘price, expressed in terms of cash equivalents, at which property would 

change hands between a hypothetical willing and able buyer and a hypothetical 

willing and able seller, acting at arms length’ in the open market at the date of 

violation.345  

[181] Here, restitution entails reversing Claimant’s forced sale of its entire stake in Caeli at 

a depressed price of USD 400 million. But for the Respondent’s violations, the 

investment would carry a value of USD 1.1 billion346  (or alternatively, fetched a 

higher sale price of USD 600 million from the cancelled Hawthorne sale347). 

c. Claimant is entitled to FMV compensation due to the expropriatory 

effects of Respondent’s violations  

[182] Arbitral tribunals have consistently recognised that the FMV compensation standard 

is justified when the effect of a State’s FET violations results in an indirect taking 

over of an investor’s entire investment,348 destruction of investment value349 or total 

deprivation of rights.350 This is especially true if the violations are ‘cumulative’351 in 

nature resulting ‘in important long-term losses’.352 As illustrated below: 

 

 

 

 
340 Arrest Warrant [76]; Avena [119]; Bosnia Genocide [460]; Jadhav [138]; Palestinian Wall [152]. 
341 ADC [481]–[485]; Gold Reserve [678]; Impregilo [361]; Metalclad [122]; Rusoro [640]. 
342 CME [501]. 
343 World Bank (II), 41. 
344 Gold Reserve [681]. 
345 CMS [402], [508]–[509]. 
346 Record, 87. 
347 Record, 58. 
348 Azurix [424]. 
349 Vivendi (Award) [8.2.8]. 
350 Gold Reserve [680]–[681]. 
351 Enron [363]. 
352 CMS [410]. 
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Case Liability for expropriation Liability for FET 

Azurix No353 Yes354 

CC/Devas Yes355 Yes356 

CMS No357 Yes (creeping)358 

Enron No359 Yes (creeping)360 

Gold Reserve No361 Yes362 

MTD No363 Yes364 

Vivendi Yes365 Yes366 

Vemma Holdings v 

Mekar 
No Yes 

 

[183] The customary status of such principle was affirmed by the ILC in the ARSIWA 

Commentaries: 

‘Compensation reflecting the capital value of property taken or 

destroyed as the result of an internationally wrongful act is generally 

assessed on the basis of the “fair market value” of the property 

lost.’367  

[184] Hence, the FMV standard is the appropriate remedy to Respondent’s cumulative FET 

violations under Article 9.9 due to the expropriatory effects (regardless of the 

characterization of violation).368  The ‘correct approach’—as rightly noted by the 

Rumeli Tribunal—‘is to award compensation as will give back to Claimants the value 

to them of their shares at the time when the expropriation took place’.369 

 
353 Azurix [322]. 
354 Azurix [442]. 
355 CC/Devas [203]. 
356 CC/Devas [651]. 
357 CMS [264]. 
358 CMS [410]. 
359 Enron [244]–[246]. 
360 Enron [268], [363]. 
361 Gold Reserve [668]. 
362 Gold Reserve [668]. 
363 MTD [214]. 
364 MTD [214]. 
365 Vivendi (Award) [8.2.1]. 
366 Vivendi (Award) [8.2.1]. 
367 ARSIWA, art 46 cmt 22. 
368 Azurix [424]; Rumeli [793]; Vivendi (Award) [8.2.10]. 
369 Rumeli [793]. 
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2. Alternatively, Claimant can import the FMV standard from the 2006 

Arrakis-Mekar BIT via the MFN treatment under Article 9.7 of CEPTA 

[185] An MFN clause is primarily aimed at maintaining ‘fundamental equality without 

discrimination, 370  ‘a level playing field’, 371  and ‘equality of competitive 

opportunities’372 between different foreign investors in a State. Under investment law, 

MFN clauses enable investors to import more favourable standards from other treaties 

with third States to ‘override’373 and ‘displace’374 provisions in a BIT. Importation 

takes effect automatically ‘without any additional act of transformation’.375  

[186] As affirmed by the Güriş Tribunal: 

‘As a matter of principle, the very purpose of MFN clauses is to extend 

more-favourable treatment that is due under another instrument (…) 

Access to enhanced treatment by reference to another (“comparator”) 

treaty cannot be said to “delete” any provision of the basic treaty, 

because “[b]y its very nature, an MFN clause promises something 

better than what is provided in the [basic] treaty”.’376 

[187] As evinced by arbitral practice, a wide array of comparator treaty provisions can be 

imported into a base BIT, including inter alia: dispute resolution procedures, 377 

effective means,378 FET standard379 and umbrella clause.380 

[188] Of course, the importation of comparator treaty provisions is not limitless and should 

not be ‘extended inappropriately’.381 It is up to States to delineate the scope of MFN 

clauses by stipulating restrictions and exclusions382 (e.g., customs union or free-trade 

area383). 

 
370 Right of Nationals, 192. 
371 Bayindir [387]. 
372 ILC MFN Report [75]. 
373 Siemens [109]. 
374 Garanti [54]. 
375 Renta [77]. 
376 Güriş [258]. 
377 AWG [59]; Doutremepuich [218]; Garanti [54]–[57]; Hochtief [97]–[99]; Maffezini [64]; National Grid [93]; 

Renta [101]; Siemens [102]–[103]; UP&CD [181]–[184]. 
378 White [11.2.1]–[11.2.4]; Tatneft [358]. 
379 Al-Warraq [555]; ATA [125]; Bayindir [167]; MTD [104]; Paushok [254]; Renta [103]; Rumeli [581]; Tatneft 

[365]. 
380 Arif [169], [396]; Paushok [570]. 
381 National Grid [92]. 
382 Renta [92]. 
383 ECT, art 24(a); Plama [191]. 

https://jusmundi.com/en/document/pdf/decision/en-quasar-de-valores-sicav-s-a-orgor-de-valores-sicav-s-a-gbi-9000-sicav-s-a-and-alos-34-s-l-v-the-russian-federation-award-on-preliminary-objections-friday-20th-march-2009
https://www.italaw.com/sites/default/files/case-documents/ita0788.pdf
https://www.italaw.com/sites/default/files/case-documents/italaw4164.pdf
https://jusmundi.com/en/document/pdf/decision/en-quasar-de-valores-sicav-s-a-orgor-de-valores-sicav-s-a-gbi-9000-sicav-s-a-and-alos-34-s-l-v-the-russian-federation-award-on-preliminary-objections-friday-20th-march-2009
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[189] Here, the FMV standard in 2006 Arrakis-Mekar BIT [a] falls within the ambit of 

Article 9.7(1) of CEPTA; and [b] is not excluded by any express treaty provisions. 

For the Tribunal’s ease of reference, a diagram mapping out the entire coverage of 

permissible MFN importation under CEPTA is illustrated below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. Article 9.7(1) of CEPTA permits importation of compensation 

standard 

[190] Article 9.7(1) of CEPTA states: 

‘Each Party shall accord to an investor of the other Party and to a 

covered investment, treatment no less favourable than the treatment it 

accords in like situations, to investors of a third country and to their 

investments with respect to the establishment, acquisition, expansion, 

conduct, operation, management, maintenance, use, enjoyment and 

sale or disposal of their investments in its territory.’384 

[191] The three key phrases are [i] ‘treatment’; [ii] ‘like situations’; and [iii] ‘use, 

enjoyment and sale or disposal of their investments’. 

 
384 Record, 76 (emphasis added). 

Permissible MFN Importation under CEPTA 

Article 9.11  

compensation during 

war or emergency 

Article 9.9(7)  

FET standard for 

pre-CEPTA 

investments 

compensation  

Article 9.7(1)  

Article 9.7(2)  

dispute resolution procedure 

substantive obligation 

 

importation from comparator BIT permitted  
importation from comparator BIT excluded  
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i. ‘Treatment’ encompasses right to compensation 

[192] There is an abundance of jurisprudence constante affirming the broad ambit of the 

term ‘treatment’ in MFN clauses. In Güriş, the Tribunal acknowledged ‘treatment’ as 

‘a broader and more abstract notion’ than ‘measure’ since ‘treatment materializes 

through measures’. 385  The accompanying word ‘accord’ should be construed as 

‘encompass[ing] not only treatment that has in fact been accorded but also treatment 

that is legally required to be accorded’.386 

[193] In UP&CD, the Tribunal found ‘no reason of principle, or of construction, that would 

restrict the operation of an MFN clause to treatment of a particular kind or form’.387 

Similarly, the Renta Tribunal broadly construed ‘treatment’ to cover all types of 

rights that ‘may be classified as substantive or jurisdictional or procedural’.388 

[194] In CME, a Dutch investor successfully invoked the MFN clause in the Netherlands-

Czech BIT to import a more favourable expropriation compensation standard based 

on FMV from the US-Czech BIT.389 

[195] Article 13 of 2006 Arrakis-Mekar BIT provides that any compensation awarded by a 

tribunal ‘shall be equivalent to the fair market value of the investment immediately on 

the day before the measures inconsistent with the provisions herein were taken by the 

host State’.390 This is more favourable than the MV standard provided under Article 

9.21(1)(a) of CEPTA.391 

[196] Since the term ‘treatment’ is wide enough to encompass the right to compensation, 

Claimant may invoke the MFN guarantee in Article 9.7(1) of CEPTA to import the 

FMV standard in Article 13 of 2006 Arrakis-Mekar BIT.  

 
385 Güriş [244]. 
386 Güriş [252]. 
387 UP&CD [163]. 
388 Renta [101]. 
389 CME [500]. 
390 Record, 84 (emphasis added). 
391 Record, 82. 
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ii. Claimant is in a ‘like situation’ with Arrakian foreign airlines 

operating in Mekar 

[197] The term ‘like situation’ embodied in MFN clauses of many BITs392  reflects the 

inherent principle of ‘ejusdem generis’.393 As noted in the oft-cited Ambatielos award, 

MFN clauses ‘can only attract matters belonging to the same category of subject as 

that to which the clause itself relates.’394 

[198] Hence, the comparator treaty must not only be related to the same subject matter,395 

but also contain a clause of similar subject matter.396 In İçkale, the Tribunal opined 

that the MFN clause can only be invoked where there exists de facto ‘discriminatory 

treatment between investments of investors of one of the State parties and those of 

investors of third States’ who are ‘in a factually similar situation’.397 

[199] All three granular levels of similarities are met:398 

(a) Nature of treaty: CEPTA and 2006 Arrakis-Mekar BIT are investment treaties. 

(b) Subject matter of treaty provision: Article 9.7(1) of CEPTA and Article 13 of 

2006 Arrakis-Mekar BIT provide for a general compensation standard. 

(c) Treatment of investments: Claimant (Bonooru) and Star Wings and JetGreen 

(Arrakis) received differential treatment in Respondent’s subsidy scheme.399 

[200] Hence, Claimant is in a ‘like situation’ with investors from Arrakis. 

iii. Compensation forms part of Claimant’s ‘use, enjoyment and sale or 

disposal’ of investment in Mekar 

[201] The phrase ‘establishment, acquisition, expansion, conduct, operation, management, 

maintenance, use, enjoyment and sale or disposal of their investments’ in Article 

 
392 Al-Warraq [544]; Güriş [254]–[255]; İçkale [329]; Muhammet [781]–[786]. 
393 Rawat [187]. 
394 Ambatielos, 107. 
395 UP&CD [178]–[180]. 
396 Muhammet [787]. 
397 İçkale [328]–[332]. 
398 Daimler [211]; Doutremepuich [217]; Maffezini [56]; Muhammet [787]; Plama [189]; Rawat [187]; UP&CD 

[179]. 
399 Record, 36–37. 
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9.7(1) of CEPTA is ‘cast in broad terms’ to encompass the entire lifespan of an 

investment.400 

[202] In Hochtief, the phrase ‘management, utilization, use and enjoyment’ was construed 

widely to refer to ‘a range of activities concerned with the commercial operation of 

the investment’.401 The Tribunal opined that ‘the right to enforcement is an essential 

component of the property rights themselves, and not a wholly distinct right’.402 

[203] Inclusion of such an all-embracing phrase fortifies the view that the FMV 

compensation standard in 2006 Arrakis-Mekar BIT constitutes a form of ‘use, 

enjoyment, and sale of disposal’ that can be imported into CEPTA.  

b. Importation of compensation standard is not excluded under CEPTA 

[204] It is anticipated that Respondent may contend that importation of the FMV 

compensation standard is excluded by virtue of three provisions: [i] Article 9.7(2) 

(substantive obligation); [ii] Article 9.11 (war loss); and [iii] Article 9.9(7) (FET). 

i. Respondent’s duty to pay compensation is not a ‘substantive 

obligation’ 

[205] Article 9.7(2) clarifies that ‘treatment’ excludes ‘procedures for the resolution of 

investment disputes’ and ‘substantive obligations (…) absent measures adopted or 

maintained by a Party pursuant to those obligations’ in other BITs.403 This evinces 

the CEPTA drafter’s intention to draw a distinction between ‘substantive rights in 

relation to investments, and remedial procedures in relation to those rights’.404 

[206] This begs the critical question of whether Claimant’s right to compensation under 

Article 9.21(1)(a) of CEPTA can be characterised as a ‘substantive obligation’. 

[207] First, international law recognises the dichotomy between primary and secondary 

obligations. The latter relates to ‘remedies’ triggered ‘in the event of alleged 

 
400 Güriş [278]. 
401 Hochtief [65]. 
402 Hochtief [67]. 
403 Record, 76. 
404 Kiliç [7.3.9]. 
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breach’.405 In ARSIWA Commentaries, the ILC consistently characterises a State’s 

duty to make reparation as a ‘secondary obligation’.406 

[208] Second, even assuming the duty to pay compensation is a ‘substantive obligation’, 

Respondent contends that the payment of USD 400 million to purchase Claimant’s 

investment in Caeli satisfies any compensation due.407 If so, such payment constitutes 

a ‘measure adopted’ pursuant to a ‘substantive obligation’ amounting to ‘treatment’. 

[209] Hence, Article 9.7(2) does not exclude the importation of the FMV compensation 

standard in 2006 Arrakis-Mekar BIT. 

ii. Article 9.11 of CEPTA is not lex specialis 

[210] Article 9.11 of CEPTA is a specific standalone MFN clause requiring States to accord 

favourable treatment to investors ‘whose covered investments suffer losses owing to 

armed conflict, civil strife, a state of emergency or natural disaster in its territory’ on 

‘restitution, indemnification, compensation, or other settlement’.408 

[211] The exclusionary lex specialis character of ‘war loss’ clauses have been raised by 

States to preclude the applicability of general clauses—and roundly rejected by 

arbitral tribunals409 and scholars.410 Instead, ‘war loss’ clauses are additive in nature 

to provide enhanced protection.411  As emphatically elucidated by the Tribunal in 

Güriş: 

‘[L]ex specialis requires more than just pointing to a more-specific 

provision (…) [The war clause] does not in terms indicate that it is 

exclusive of any other provision in the Treaty, nor does it need to be 

read in that way to be given effet utile. [The war clause] is therefore a 

non-discrimination provision with a highly specific purpose. It 

implements, rather than displacing, [the MFN clause].’412 

[212] Hence, Article 9.11 of CEPTA does not restrict the importation of compensation 

standards from other BITs to only losses arising from war and emergencies. 

 
405 Renta [99]. 
406 ARSIWA, art 34 cmt 6. 
407 Record, 9. 
408 Record, 77. 
409 AAPL [65]; Cengiz [363]–[364]; CMS [375]; UP&CD [201]; Vivendi-II (Liability)[270]–[271]. 
410 Newcombe, 500; Schrijver, 578. 
411 Cengiz [370]; Funnekotter [104]; Güriş [236]; Total [230]. 
412 Güriş [261]. 
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iii. Article 9.9(7) of CEPTA only excludes importation of FET 

standard for pre-CEPTA investments 

[213] Article 9.9(7) of CEPTA states ‘that the provisions of this Article shall not apply to 

invoke a more favourable treatment accorded by either Party’ under BITs ‘relating to 

investments signed prior to the entry into force’ of CEPTA.413 

[214] Similar to our reasoning on the non-exclusionary effect of ‘war’ clauses, Article 9.9(7) 

cannot displace the operation of the general MFN clause in Article 9.7.414 The lex 

specialis rule only applies where there exists ‘actual inconsistency’ between two 

provisions or ‘a discernible intention that one provision is to exclude the other’.415 

[215] As the opening words indicate, clause (7) only operates within the closed confines of 

Article 9.9. Hence, Article 9.9(7) merely bars the importation of the FET standard 

from comparator treaties in relation to pre-CEPTA investments. Other extraneous 

standards embodied outside of Article 9.9 remain unaffected (including the 

compensation standard in Article 9.21). 

B. Claimant’s Compensation Is Non-Reducible by Mitigatory Factors 

[216]  Lastly, there is no basis to reduce the award of compensation due to [1] Claimant’s 

‘risky business choices’; and [2] Respondent’s ‘dire economic situation’.416  

1. Respondent’s measures were the proximate cause of Claimant’s losses 

[217] It is trite law that States cannot be made responsible to compensate for speculative 

losses.417 Proof of causation requires a triangular analysis of cause, effect and causal 

link between the two.418 The key factor is proximity.419  

[218] It is critical to distinguish ‘causation’ from ‘contributory fault’ (which only affects 

the quantum of reparation420). A State will only be absolved from full liability where 

 
413 Record, 77. 
414 See Issue IV(A)(2)(b)(ii). 
415 ARSIWA, art 55 cmt 4; Güriş [235]. 
416 Record, 9. 
417 Gold Reserve [685]; Rusoro [641]. 
418 Lemire [157]. 
419 Cheng, 241–253; Lemire [170]; Micula (Award) [924]; Pey [218]. 
420 ARSIWA, art 31, cmt 12; art 39 cmt 3. 
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the investor’s intervening act severs the State’s wrongful conduct entirely from the 

investor’s losses to the point of remoteness. 421  Since the issue of quantum is 

bifurcated to another phase,422 this Tribunal should only focus on causation. 

[219] No matter the riskiness of Claimant’s overall strategy in prioritising expansion of 

market share over debt reduction,423 the proximate cause of the Claimant’s significant 

losses lies in Respondent’s continual efforts to hobble Claimant’s business operations 

(e.g., CCM’s airfare caps), whilst artificially boosting other competitors (i.e., 

subsidies to other foreign airlines).424  

[220] If anything, the chain of events demonstrates that Respondent’s measures were 

deliberately taken in direct response to counter Claimant’s every move. Put simply, 

Respondent was the stumbling block between Claimant’s day-to-day operations and 

business goals. Hence, it would be invidious to attribute Claimant’s downfall to 

commercial errors in judgment.  

2. Respondent’s economic situation does not justify its unlawful measures 

[221] This Tribunal may ‘take account of the economic situation’ in Mekar to ensure that 

Claimant is not put ‘into a more favourable position than he would have been in the 

normal development of his investment within the circumstances’ of Mekar.425  

[222] However, again, this factor goes to the quantum of compensation that the Tribunal 

need not address. Moreover, ‘economic hardship’ cannot excuse Respondent’s 

measures that ‘dismantles the very legal framework constructed to attract 

investors’.426 

[223] Lastly, this Tribunal is not faced with an investment eviscerated along with all other 

businesses in the wake of a horrific economic crisis (e.g., Argentina in 2000s427). In 

fact, a ‘white knight’ had emerged to purchase Claimant’s stake in Caeli at a price 50% 

higher than Respondent’s low-ball offer. However, the better deal could not be sealed 

 
421 Micula (Award) [925]–[926]. 
422 Record, 26. 
423 Record, 33. 
424 See Issue III(B). 
425 CME [380], [562]. 
426 LG&E [139]. 
427 Enron [301]. 
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due to Respondent’s insistence to enforce the annulled Award delivered by an 

arbitrator Respondent had bribed (even after being caught in the act).428 

[224] If anything, Respondent capitalised on its dire economic situation to drive Claimant 

out of Mekar and renationalised Caeli at an artificially discounted rate. Hence, far 

from being an innocent lost lamb, we invite this Tribunal to peel away the façade and 

reveal Respondent’s true self—a wolf dressed in sheepskin. 

 
428 See Issue III(D). 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

 

The Claimant respectfully requests the Tribunal to adjudicate and declare that: 

 

 

I 

This Tribunal has jurisdiction ratione personae over the dispute. 

 

II 

This Tribunal should allow amicus curiae submissions from CBFI but not CRPU advisors. 

 

III 

Respondent violated the FET standard under Article 9.9(2) of CEPTA. 

 

IV 

Respondent should compensate Claimant the FMV of Claimant’s investment. 

 

 

 

 

 

On behalf of the Claimant 

Team Rezek 


